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SUBJECT: Risk in the Way Ahead in Iraq

October 28, 2003

In discussing the way ahead in Iraq, all agree that we should give Iraqis moreauthority quickly. However, several issues have come up where it is clear thereare risks that merit careful consideration,

They inçiude the following:

There is a tension with respect to the pace at which sovereignty is moved tothe Iraqis.

To the extent we move quickly and give sovereignty to the Iraqis, thereis a risk that the preparations may prove to have been inadequate. As aresult, there could bó a diminution in the US ability to see that the
eventual Iraqi government is within the President's redimes and fits themodel he has described. The situation could degenerate into a civil waror slide back to a dictatorship. An advantage of moving quickly is thehope that as the political process goes forward, the Iraqi people mightsee the Coalition less as an occupier and more as a liberator and they
will support our efforts.

- Moving too slowly with respect to passing sovereignty to the Iraqis
risks having the center of gravity of the Iraqi population move against
the Coalition, their cooperation decline, Iraqis become afraid ofjoiningthe police, the Governing Council, etc. and be more likely to work with
our enemies. This in turn risks a security deterioration that could causea loss of support from the American people, the Congress and/or the
international community,

Failure to give mûre Sunnis a stake in the future of Iraq risks further Sonnialienation and greater Sunni support for the extremists. Conversely, givingSunnis a greater stake in the future of iraq risks unsettling the Governing
Council balance and causing Shias to fear the Sunnis may again take over
the country. This tension exists particularly in the question of how much
we use former senior officers and how de-Baathification is implemented.

3, Local forces can be recruited and trained more rapidly and cheaper than
national forces; but They risk creating loca), ethnically- and religiously-
based militias.
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